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ABSTRACT.
A micrceconomic simulation game, called

Micro7Edonomy, is disbussed. The game approach vas developed to
.prosvide students and educators ,an opportOity.to express the
aspirations, values and ptinciples of 'the peopleLliving in an .

environment. By following a microeconomic Model, Society School,
students create microinstitutions for their, society at .schOol.
Several uses of the simulation in various schools are reported. Some
noted qualities of the model are (1) teachers will find this,model
attractive because At allows 'them to bring real world experiences,
into the classroom and to Aemonstrate the connection between
competency in trad±tioAal language. a 0 mathematics skills and sucscess
,in' the social system"t'hat evolves; '(2) the program gives students
access to new ways to 'think about ths4mselves and their'own T

competencies; (3) the model bffersgrblinding in (commercial, legal,
and political practice; and-(4) the central unity of ,the ex erience
of institution buiilding emerged within the domain of human values., --
Possible research issues are given fdx. each charactetistid.
Micro-Economy is available from.Harcourt Brace Jovanovich's Center
.for Curriculum. Design kbj. $39.00. The game and its development, are
(Tescribea, in '"The Micro-Society School: A ,Real World in Miniature,",
Har'per ands Row, 1973, $7:95 hardbover, $2.50 paperbadk.
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every classroom, in form and content, is a micro-
society. Although the content and the:istructure of
each-classroom-differs markedly from the content
and-structureof-macro-societies, enough similarity
exists between them that the,processes that can alter
one may well be used to altet the other. More impor-
tant, if classroom micro-societies" appear to resemble
or to have clear affiliations with Pact macro-.
societies, then every clasaroom--like eveery society
--can be said to be experiencing within itself a
historical process: If gat process bas its roots
in the structureoof the school rather than in the
,content of.its pr4iCrib&I curridulum,then it follows
that any real change in the way schools do business-

. must occur ()ea historical dimension with sufficient
power' to change ,the strucaire of the institution.

-- 3eorge Richmond
The Society Schbol (

.1%\

During my,first year as h eacher*in a troubled Brooklyn SchoOl,

fOund,myself in a social system in which children wereconstantly warring.

among th maelves. Through the initial development of a micro-economic

Simulation, I began in successive interventions to engage strdents in

designing, commercial,
t

institutiggs students

justice, and political institutionk.

generated processes that constantly

Through these

placed thet in

the middle of genuineethical and survival dilemmas:- These dilemmas
, .

-we-fe/manipulated to oblige students to define and redefine the environ- ;

A'

ments they lived in and to establish for themselves what it means to b

humane in an organization context. While developing social systets with

atqdelf- , I became convinced, that the approach promised educators and

students alike unusual opportunities to shape the environmentto e4ress

, -

the aspirati4ns, valdes and principles of the peoRle'liv:ing in them.

Moreove.rI came to believe that the Society School schema held within

the promise.of a unique synthesis of behavioral and developmental

psychology, and of affective and cognitive development.
0
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Believing that a strong and virile humanism can only emerge out of

6
o

/the realities of economic press, I developed a real estate simulation
.

.
.

. . ,

. , ,.

modeled after Monopoly, called "Micro-Bconomy." The simulation begins'

with the introduction of money into the classroom. , Behaviorally, the
.

,injection of thi4 new instruiten4 into the classroom environment provides

students and teac ereWith an 'Occasion 'for deliberating over and revamp-
,

in4 the reward structure operating in the schoolhouse"( To increase the

potency of this new currency and to make. it Competitive with the grading

practices and other ,reward systems ipraise, ,bIame) operating there, I

decided to to back the currency with tangible goods such as toys books,

clothing, rek)rds, etc., Perialtdically, auctionswere held so that

Students could exchange their scrip for these goods. To our scrip I tied
.0

the idea of labor. Where Monopoly reward'players t qugh various chance

mechani'sms, students in my cla'ss earned theirs by performing school work,

by offdrihg themselves for communiti service, by accepting empfoymentin

our micro-economy, and by selling goods12 services produced either at
3

hote or in school.
P

Thislinkage, between a System of reinforceMents and a vaiiety of
,. P.

.

desiked behaviors, produced a number of by-products.) Studen who were
. .. i

, ' ' ,

behaving to atgbire the tangi.bl, benefits the system conferred .soon

' -

differentiated their behavi;rs and' began resPOn4id4 to combinations of

f \
i

a

. tangible and iniangible.rewa'rdS fdr action: 'pleasure n making some-

- ,

thing, developing and selling a product someone else wolqld (---change:tEe,
I

fruits of their labors for, peer esteem, status, community recognition,

etc. More important, I permitted studentsto assign values to the

a
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reinforcement system and thereby transferred to diem a major responsibil-

ity for struc'turing their'awn environment.

The creation of micro-institutions, ,called focom.the model, con-

ferred%anOther set of important opportunities on students. Organizations

dominate modern society the way individuals once dominated th frontier.
a

The dominance is no Accident. The titles, remunerction, the status and

the security organizations 'give their members make them a dominant,force
.

, ,

.

lin thecultureof achievement. \Paralleling the transfer of control over.
..

..----

the payff system to children, my colleagues and I decided to transfer' ' :

....-
-

_--
, ,

--Hhe right to make organizations to children as well,:

tr.

The first institution organized was a bank. An auction ma ket' for'

.and ,followed. A' construction "company" was, formed to create model
\

,ings,and properties as classroom shelves beoame the "game board," 'Later,.
, .

,

credit unicrs, cooperatives and savings and loans associations were cre-'
.

0
. . 0

.
,

ated. The more general significance of these activities should not be

missed. More than a mere limulation of a real'estate, bankinevd con-
,

. .

0

.

4T

#

stritction experience+had occurred.' Simulation had prOvided the impetus

.0 y 4
.

.

for ior the be4innng'of, institution-building /nstitution-building'increased.,

.1

t
'o 4tudent control over the most important dimensions -a the' environment.

)
.

As'one might exPAct, this control often produced inequities, injustice,

. t'.
even exploitati,n, However, while producing this alienating'Sefiavior,

'..' .

.0 .

micro- society activity also produced opportunities to correct the wrongs,

a-:casions to consider issues of justice and fairness, and opportunities
41'

to.6voVVe society through a thousand'adjuttments and readjustments in the

social order. The model made students makers of history in,e micro-

00005
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environment *and assigned theth the task of bearing the Consequences of

their actions.

A second micro-economic effort took place in Public Schoo1122 in

Queens. There, the predatory practices of an 11-year-old extortionist

led to the formation of a legislative and "judicpial process to deal with

him. The third and fourth micrp-economic efforts occurred in Project

Broa. Jump, a s'-i-week Upward Bound7type program affiliated with tie Boys

"Club of New York. In that setting, boys of intermediate - school age con-

4 ./
structed an. elaborate city within the framework of-the Micro-Economy,

NI

simulation'. This time an older group Of boys tried to exploit a youdger

grOup, giving rise to the invention of Society School corporation:

real estate cooperative.

t.

The project took a more elaborate fprin in Public School 126 in Man-
.-.-

hattan, a school serving a low, - income population of Chinese, Puerto'
.'

e.I
...t..

,

Ricoms, blaCks an, whites., The P.S. ! 46 model addressed the problems of

(
i

. .

expansron.of the experience t' the school at large. A schoolwide economy
1 y . r . -

-:lwag piloted aJ was a schoolwide legislative organization; the. latter
. .

. .

-a I

growing out of a constitutional convention. A series of courts emerged,
; r

, .

to handle conflicts lat,arose. sZtudenta assumed new leadership roles,'

- .

often demonstrating great kiiidneas to their fellows, ,e0pecially those in

. , .
4

distress. They explored genuine wOrk.experience, 1political activity'and
e :
.

, (
'* '

legal processes, always trying to fix the sy;steM where it broke-down.,,

_ ',)

The pilot program grew from 1 teacher and 30 studedts to 15 teaches and,*

400 students in two Years,
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The model remains to'thiS' day a product of improVisation: My col="

leagues.and I feel strongly.,the: necessity for developing materials that ,

will help students unaerStand the options they have in designing the /

reward matrices for their eiwironment, in selecting and imflementing

organizational environments, and in'developing ethical precepts based on
_ . ' )

experience with society in miniature. .We also feel,a necessity for de-

signing research instruments aridimethodologies 'appropriate to the power

4

transfer objectives of the model.

Although these transfer objectives express own central tendency
.-'.

.

'ii terms of research activity, researchers other thap.Myself may choose
)

.

. #

differently. The research questions and lines Of investigation,,stretdh
't-

..
r

far-beyond this narrow personil. agenda. ';he* remainder of .this Paper.

1

a
Will be devoted to enumerating thepossibilities and to outlining the

4. . 1

i .
.'"

,ifiOntier I think we have reached.
,

-, . ..

,t

Resparch Issues

First, we belieVe that teachers will.flpd this model attractie be-

cause it allows them tO br-ing zeal world experiences Anto:the-o'lassroom .

,.. . -44 ' " ./

andto demonstrate the connection beween coTpetendy in firaditional

, 4
'

a ,

langUage and mathematics skills and'success in the 'sodaal system that
I,

_<.. ..1 .

0 %
,

evolve. Of necessity students need to perfbrm .1s readersilwriterS or

computersv as well as deciSion7makets,Iin the resolution, of conflict

. . -

confronted in their inttitution-building experiments.

,/



*. Possible Research Issues:

.1.'
4

can he acquisitionof'language and computation skills be speeded
0

by raising the value of these skills within the student peer culture?
" .

toi

2. Alternatively, can the acquisition of language and computation skills

be speeded if children perceive reading and writing and computing,

.
/

as processes essential to theii survival within'a'ocial system that

they devise?'

3. Does model activity make teaching more rewarding, fox. adults?

The program'also gives!s;Students access to new ways to think about

themselves and their own competencies. Since the,doodercontains the pos-
t

Sibility for the creation of many different institutions including 'A wide

occupational spectrum, students will havethe opportunity to interact, with

a a dozen or more different institutiAs in a single year. The mrdatiplica-

tion of student-created institutions inside a class imp4es,an increa .s e

.

'A. the opportunities for "students to perform management and leadership
"

roles.t. The Micro-Society idea also carries certain other likelihoods.

.
iFor instance, most students will probably experience being in sUperordinate

and subordinate:rolee simultaneously. Students will alternate between

'producer and consuMer roles, betWeen empowered and powerlegSs roles. Such

experiences will provide, students With new insights into understanding

the perspectives of others,and the need to exercise skill in negotiation,
.

1 ,bargaining, and decision-making...

9

cpssible Research Issues:

1. Does student control of

to

e reward structure.and of classroom,

0 0 (30 0 8 ,
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,

.. ,

institutions have any short-;15r long-term effect on individual re-
,

0
1 . ...!.

.

quirements for positive and negative,reinforcement?
. ,

2. Doe's student control over the reinforcement pattern and the values

,

they- assign it have any short- or long-term effect on self-concept?

The Midro-*Dciety mddel,offers grounding in commercial; legal and

polltical,praCtice. Although this grOunding should give the student a

clear introduction to the basic duties and.responsibilities of citAlien-t\
ship, more important are the linkages the model forms between a student

- .

and hies own culture. By'connecting students with the origins of institu-
.

tions; it is possible to make explicit the reasons, necessitAes,.and
, !

limitationsfunlerlying those organizations. Understanding of these con-

c.'

nections appea±i to us to be the foufidation,for the exercise of the rights

, -
of 6itizenship andfor the shouldering.of the burdens and opportunities

those' rights imply.

Possible Research Issues:
41

Do 'students; given the opportunity to develop a social system,'merely

1

mimic the social system they perceive as, adult society-or,do they

1C. 0

innovate and create social agreeltents that respond to their special

need s?4

2.- If, say, the model is imPlemepted with "a Special agenda air hed

eliminatiep sexsthreotypinl, will it result in a changed perception
/". a

of male-female roles?

P3. If the model is implemented with a special.agenda calling, for econ-

e. . *. '
. omic develoopment,"will the individuals who leave the model have

received adequate training to manage economic:dev,elopment in adult
,*

sdciety?

00009



4. What effect will early occupational experience and,exposure have on '

student career choices, on student perceptions of work, On student

perception of parents who work?

The cehtral unity of the experience of.indtitution-building:emerges

,w,ithiln the domain of human values, for students wilt need to consider

human values in connection with the Society School materials and model
4 1

.activity. In building an institution from scratch, they will prom gate

the rules that ultimately limit, direct, and shape their actions. They

will experience setting priorities and allOcaing scarce resources i the

face of competing claims. They Will study the ways other people have

4

arrived at rules for doing this: So, :too, they will confront the enduring

,\ f,

,,human dilemmas that engage all eople, in and out of sdhool,.-today and

yesterday, when they seek to res( sre:iuman problems imposed on them by

existing institutional arrangements.

Possible Research Issues,:

1. What effect will genuine moral dilemmas encountered during implemen-

tation of the model have on.studnet capacities to' reason morally?'

2. What impact, if any, does.-Ehe ncdel have on need achievement?

In addition to these more traditional research queries, and the list-

Iing might-be extended considerably, the Society School model will require '

the invention of ce ain.new research technologies. Because the model

nurports to establish ithin schools the reality of the ouiqide world,
. . : a

. :

-it follows that indicators traditionally used to evaluate performance and I

be.avior in the outside world will haveto be made overto function for

student activity connected with the model.

OOQiO
F.
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For example, students generate an economy in theirlschool. The

economy produces gdio4 and services. The relevant indicators for eco-

nomic perfOrmancejJethe outside world are indices-of em loyment, unem-

P
ploymant, gross national product, 'consumption,' saving; nd wealth dis-,

..,

tribution. These indicators, made over for application tp'classroom
.

' '

economic life,will/someday be applied to schools and will someday pro-
. i

N l
vide us with useful data concerning'the health of one school economy

compared to others.

From the educator's point of view, it will, also be important to keep

track of the nuffiber and quality of organilationxperiences each student

_has. For example,4studenes might be expecteorto experience living in

-A.ghly routinized environments end'in unstructured environments building

.

uptolerance'for'both. the inter4sts of a liberal education, stu-
f,

dents might be expected, to explore their possibilities in profit and'
r A

, nonprofit enterprises, in manufacturing and service industry corPorations.

in cooperatives, and in other farms of'organization. Educators will,also

,want to mOnitor student income and to break it down into element contribu-
,

tions as a way of assessing the performance ofindividuals along a

vaiiety at dimensions.

Using the accounting bookkeeping system wer,propose to design,,

researchers might be ably to reconstruct the transactions between indi-

yi&uals incsocietyand thereby asses4 the power of economiN to over-
.

ethnic,and gender biases and prejudice. Possibly more

innovative, researcher; thdi selves ableapa willing to train

1
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students to carry out certain,parts of their,research and thereby lessen

the impact research has on behavior within an intervention.

The legal and political systems develdped-within the model place

children, on the one hand, nthe position of devising Punitive and re-

habilitative systems for criminal elements within their social system, ,

and, on theothei,,in the position of formulating governing. bodies with

real 'powers.

,systems atone

The researchable issues raised by one or the other of these

could keep Unemployed'Ph.D.'s fed and clothed for another

fifty years.

If you-sense my excitement at these prospects, perhaps I should also

acknowledge my frustration. Thereis so much tO,do, so much undone, so

much room for collaboration and colleagueship: But there is also, at

this point in time, so little recognition of the potentialities that, if

you come aboard, you would have to spend a good deal of your time lobby-

ing for support.
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